was Edward Teller. In this atmosphere the young Nicholas thrived. His school record shows that in all subjects but one his work was jeles (excellent): the exception was gymnastics. At that time his main interest was music; he was an accomplished pianist at the age of fifteen, practised many hours each day and had thoughts of becoming a concert pianist. Before taking the examination for entry to the Budapest Academy of Music, Nicholas was auditioned by Béla Bartók, who agreed that if Nicholas passed he would join his class. He failed, but consoled himself with the realization that, no matter how hard he might practice, he lacked the talent necessary to become a successful professional pianist. Sadly, he subsequently never allowed himself sufficient time to maintain his early standard.
Although at that time there was some anti-Semitism in Hungary it would not have excluded Nicholas from entry to a Hungarian university; the prevailing right-wing regime in 1920 passed the law that the proportion of Jews in the universities should not exceed the proportion in the country as a whole (then about 6%), a figure that was not in fact reached in universities. It was clear that young Nicholas was destined to go on to higher education, and his great-uncle was asked for advice. One of the physicists in the Tungsram Research Laboratory was Austrian-born Jakob Salpeter, the father of the theoretical physicist Edwin Salpeter, who became a professor at Cornell University and a Foreign Member of The Royal Society. When Nicholas was sixteen it was Jakob Salpeter who advised him not to follow the example set by von Neumann, Teller and Wigner, his contemporaries at Gimnáziums in Budapest, who intended to study chemical engineering before turning to physics or mathematics. He predicted that there would be a glut of chemical engineers and that the future lay in 'technische Physik', a term that, at the time, Nicholas did not understand. Salpeter suggested that he should start at the Sorbonne, go to the University of Berlin and continue either there or at the Technische Hochschule at Charlottenburg. Nicholas 'followed his advice and did not regret it'. Although his mother was not in a position to support him financially, his education was made possible by a grant from his father's bank and assistance from his great-uncle. The success of Nicholas's subsequent career was assured both by his innate ability and his good fortune in having, as far as his student days were concerned, excellent advice and the means to follow it.
P  B
Nicholas arrived in Paris in October 1926 with a letter of introduction to Professor Langevin (For. Mem.R.S. 1928 ) from Ehrenhaft, a distant relative whom he visited in Vienna on his way from Budapest. In Hungary Nicholas was known as Kürti Miklós Mór, but in France he adopted the style Nicolas Maurice Kürti. Figure 1 shows him at the beginning of his first year at the Sorbonne. Here his teachers included P.V. Auger, A. Cotton, M.P.A.C. Fabry (For.Mem.R.S. 1931), J.B. Perrin, For.Mem.R.S., and Marie Curie; as his subjects he chose mathematics, chemistry and physics. After passing all the examinations for his Licence ès sciences physiques, surviving a failure rate of between 60% and 80%, he moved to Berlin. He had always disliked his second given name, Mór (Maurice) and here he dropped it for good and was known as Nikolaus Kürti. The year was 1928, and he was advised, this time by Michael Polanyi (F.R.S. 1944), to acquire a wider knowledge of some of the recent profound advances in physics instead of starting immediately on work for his doctorate. This was perhaps the most formative period of his career: the official record of the lectures he attended at Berlin University that winter semester is signed by Max Planck (For.Mem.R.S.), Erwin Schrödinger (For.Mem.R.S. 1949), Max von Laue (For.Mem.R.S. 1949), Eugene Wigner (For.Mem.R.S. 1970), E.R. Ladenburg and W.R.W. Grotrian. He found inspiration there, particularly from Schrödinger, who discussed in his lectures recent work on paramagnetic salts: the quantized energy levels, the effect of the application of a magnetic field and the resulting changes in the specific heat and the entropy of the salt at low temperatures, which had been the subject of experimental work at the University of Leiden under Kamerlingh Onnes, For.Mem.R.S. Nicholas said, 'It was love at first sight with gadolinium sulphate, and it remained my love in one way or another'. It was while he was a student in Berlin that he took part in his only recorded sporting activity: he joined the university rowing club. Nicholas had to consider the possible research fields for his doctorate. His first choice was the work on the separation of isotopes by gaseous diffusion that was in progress at the Technische Hochschule in Charlottenburg under the direction of Gustav Hertz, but Hertz, when approached, regretted that there was no space in his laboratory for another student. However, among the lectures that Nicholas had attended were those given by Franz (later Sir Francis) Simon (F.R.S. 1941), an expert in low-temperature techniques. He agreed to give Nicholas a probationary period in his laboratory, working on ortho-and para-hydrogen, using liquid hydrogen: at the end of this period Simon agreed to take him on as a research student. In the course of discussion, Nicholas mentioned his interest in paramagnetic salts and this prompted Simon to recall that Pieter Debye (For.Mem.R.S. 1933), then at Zürich, and William Giauque at Berkeley, California, had recently independently made a suggestion that by the use of paramagnetic crystals it might be possible to reach temperatures appreciably lower than those achievable by the use of liquid helium alone. He suggested that Nicholas should make the necessary measurements to discover whether the method was feasible. During his time at Berlin as a research student, Nicholas regularly attended weekly colloquia at which recently published papers were discussed; among those present in the front row were Albert Einstein, For.Mem.R.S., Hertz, von Laue, Walther Nernst (For.Mem.R.S. 1942), Planck and Schrödinger; all of them were at the time, or were to become, Nobel laureates. (Nicholas recalled the occasion when a triatomic molecule was being discussed; Schrödinger commented 'the problem could be simplified by assuming that the three nuclei are in the same plane' and was puzzled by the ensuing laughter.)
Nicholas was essentially an experimenter; his passion for being associated with practical matters lasted until his retirement (and after that in a field rather different from lowtemperature physics). A story that Nicholas told with some relish was of an occasion during his time as a research student. The laboratory had no magnet capable of producing a field of the strength that he needed, and no money to purchase an electromagnet. Simon suggested dispensing with the use of an iron core, which would have saturated and been of no further use at fields above 1 or 2 tesla, and making instead a simple solenoid. This could not be used successfully at room temperature because the necessary current would overheat the copper winding, but by cooling it with liquid hydrogen the resistivity of the copper is reduced by a factor of a hundred and the required field could be reached. All was ready by the evening of 31 March 1930, and Nicholas switched on the supply current. There was a great explosion; fortunately Nicholas was saved from injury by a pillar, but a wall was demolished, windows were blown out and much of the apparatus in the room was rendered useless. The next morning Simon was telephoned by his assistant, Mendelssohn, who told him, 'Kurti has blown up the laboratory'. Simon burst out laughing and, when Mendelssohn asked him what was funny, Simon replied, 'Don't be silly, Kurt, I know full well that today is April Fool's Day'.
Nicholas's thesis, entitled Magnetokalorische und kalorimetrische Untersuchungen zwischen 2°und 20°abs. was concerned mainly with measurements of the properties of gadolinium sulphate. It was finished in the summer of 1931; after four viva voce examinations, two of them conducted by Nernst and Schrödinger, Nicholas passed magna cum laude. When the thesis was published in 1933 (1) it bore the dedication 'Dem Andenken meines Onkels Josef Pinter in Dankbarkeit gewidmet'.
A few months earlier Simon had been appointed Professor of Physical Chemistry at the Technische Hochschule in Breslau (now Wroclaw, in Poland) and had invited Nicholas to join him there as a technical assistant. For the next year he continued the work he had done for his thesis, but this was soon to be disturbed by events that were taking place in Germany: Jews were being dismissed from academic posts. Simon was at the time exempt by virtue of his having served in the German army in World War I and having been awarded the Iron Cross, First Class, but he correctly predicted that the situation might change, and realized that he would have to leave Germany.
O
In 1933 the Professor of Experimental Philosophy in Oxford, Frederick Lindemann, F.R.S. (later Lord Cherwell) was head of the Clarendon Laboratory. He had inherited in 1919 a moribund laboratory in which virtually no research had been done since the laboratory was completed in 1872, and there was little money for staff or equipment. He realized that the action of the Nazis against Jewish academics opened up the possibility of offering refuge in Britain to German scientists, and he had already envisaged the Clarendon Laboratory as a centre for low-temperature work. In 1930 he had purchased from the Physikalisch Chemisches Institut in Berlin a hydrogen liquefier made to Simon's design. He persuaded Imperial Chemical Industries to provide modest grants for refugee scientists, and in the spring of 1933 he went to Germany and was successful in attracting several to Oxford. Those who settled there were the low-temperature physicists Franz Simon, Kurt Mendelssohn (F.R.S. 1951) and Nicholas Kurti, together with the spectroscopist Heinrich Kuhn (F.R.S. 1954). Mendelssohn had previously visited Oxford briefly at Lindemann's invitation, bringing with him a small helium liquefier designed by Simon, which he used to liquefy helium for the first time in Britain.
Nicholas described his introduction to Oxford in his last speech, at a celebration of his ninetieth birthday. It was 16 September 1933, and he had landed at Newhaven. I arrived in Oxford by train at 10 p.m. one Saturday evening; it was dark and raining. I took a taxi to Mendelssohn's flat in Headington. Next morning was bright and sunny, and Mendelssohn took me to the laboratory on his motor bicycle; there was little traffic, and as we crossed Magdalen bridge I thought 'This is fairyland-why should I ever leave it?' And I did not.
It was to be thirty years before he next visited Hungary. In 1932 Simon had spent January until June in Berkeley working with Giauque, who was preparing to perform the first experiments on producing low temperatures by the method that he (Giauque 1927) and Debye (Debye 1926) had suggested, which came to be known as 'adiabatic demagnetization'. This involves cooling a sample of a paramagnetic salt in zero applied magnetic field to as low a temperature as possible (about 1.2 K) in a bath of liquid helium under low pressure. The salt is then magnetized isothermally at this temperature in as large a magnetic field as is available. During this stage the salt loses heat of magnetization, which is carried away by the helium bath. The salt is then thermally isolated by evacuating the vessel in which it is contained, so that the next stage is adiabatic, and the magnetic field is then reduced to zero. If this is performed reversibly the process is isentropic, that is, the entropy of the salt in the large magnetic field at the initial temperature equals its final entropy in zero applied field. A characteristic feature of paramagnetic salts is that their entropy in a large field is small at a temperature that can be achieved by the use of liquid helium, and is also small in zero field at lower temperatures. So a properly chosen paramagnetic salt is cooled by this process. It is only the temperature defined by the Boltzmann distribution of the populations of the quantized electronic spin states of the ions that is reduced, but in this temperature region the heat capacity of the crystal lattice is negligible compared with that associated with the spin states of the ions, so, provided that thermal equilibrium between the spins and the lattice is maintained throughout the demagnetization (a requirement for the process to be reversible, which results in the lowest possible final temperature), the crystal as a whole is cooled to a low temperature.
In Oxford at that time the facilities allowed the production of liquid hydrogen and, in small quantities, liquid helium. Small magnets were available for producing fields in the region between 1 and 2 T. Nicholas anticipated that Simon's priority would lie with the successful demonstration of the use of adiabatic demagnetization, but Simon was unwilling to compete with Giauque, one of the proposers of the method, and for his first few years in Oxford, working with Nicholas, confined his attention to experiments on the properties of paramagnetic salts. Giauque and MacDougall in Berkeley (Giauque & MacDougall 1933 , and de Haas and Wiersma in Leiden (de Haas & Wiersma 1934) , successfully produced magnetic cooling; the former workers, using a magnet that produced a field of 0.8 T, cooled a sample of gadolinium sulphate from 2 K to a final temperature of 0.34 K, the latter, using potassium chrome alum and a field of 2.46 T, reached 0.05 K. During the next year Simon and Kurti at the Clarendon Laboratory, where a maximum field of 1.4 T was available, reached a temperature of 0.038 K in iron ammonium alum.
When it was realized that temperatures well below 1 K could be achieved, the problem arose of how to make a meaningful measurement of the temperature, T, in this region. The usual method at that time was to measure the magnetic susceptibility, c, of a paramagnetic salt and to assume that it obeyed Curie's law, . At temperatures of the order of 1 K and below there was a serious discrepancy between temperatures measured by this method and the absolute temperature based on the second law of thermodynamics; it was due to the presence there of an anomaly of specific heat in zero applied field produced by the interactions between neighbouring ions, a feature that is essential for the success of adiabatic demagnetization in producing low temperatures. At the Laboratoire du Grand Electroaimant de l'Académie des Sciences at Bellevue, near Paris, was a magnet that produced the highest field available at the time in Europe, and the Oxford team was invited by Professor A. Cotton to use it. Here Nicholas, in collaboration with Simon and P. Lainé, established the thermodynamic temperature scale down to 0.02 K. Part of the method involved uniformly heating a sample at this temperature at a known rate, which, using conventional methods, for example by an electrical heater, was made difficult by the poor thermal conductivity of solids in this temperature range and the difficulty of establishing good thermal contact between the sample and the heater. It was solved by warming the sample uniformly throughout its volume by the absorption of γ-rays. This is an example of the ingenious experimental techniques in which Nicholas delighted. Adiabatic demagnetization as a means of extending the temperature range available in the field of low-temperature physics, linked with the names Simon and Kurti, subsequently became widely known. The explanation of the method reached the degree-level textbooks and was a beautiful example to students of the value of entropy as a concept in thermodynamics.
c ∝ (1/T) Towards the end of the 1930s, Lindemann obtained funding for the construction of a replacement for the original Clarendon Laboratory. The new laboratory, completed in 1939, was physically much larger and was designed with specific research interests in mind, of which low-temperature work was one. However, the outbreak of World War II in that year meant that all academic research ceased. Nicholas had become a naturalized British citizen (when Kürti became Kurti) just before the outbreak of the war. His first wartime project was the design of a magnet for removing pieces of shrapnel that had become embedded in the brains of victims on the battlefield. In 1940 several models were supplied to the War Office but there is no record of any being used. One was abandoned at Dunkirk by a mobile surgical unit; Nicholas commented, 'I wonder what the Germans made of it'.
Subsequently Nicholas joined a team, headed by Simon, which included Kuhn, the American Rhodes scholar Shull Arms and a number of senior physicists and research students, to work on a project code-named Tube Alloys, which was concerned with the separation of the isotopes of uranium by the gaseous diffusion process, with the use of uranium hexafluoride, UF 6 . Nicholas would point out with some amusement that all the principal members of the team involved with this highly secret work in Oxford were foreignborn, and in particular its head had been awarded the Iron Cross. Nicholas was concerned with the metal foil membranes pierced with small holes through which the lighter molecules containing 235 U diffused at a slightly greater rate than those containing the heavier isotope 238 U. The production of such membranes presented a problem that in the early stages of the work was solved by the use of a kitchen strainer. Its fine metal gauze was hammered until the holes were reduced to a size that made them useful for meaningful measurements; foils with smaller holes were later made by a more refined technique. Many of the details of this wartime work, which continued in the Clarendon Laboratory until 1947, are still classified, but the outcome of it resulted in the design of the Capenhurst plant for the production of 235 U. In the USA similar work was in progress, and at the end of 1943 a mission that included Nicholas went to New York to exchange information and ideas on the diffusion process. Nicholas stayed on at Columbia University until April 1944 to set up membrane testers of the type that had proved to be successful in Oxford. Nicholas found himself working during this period on a subject that had been his first choice for his doctorate some ten years earlier.
During the war Nicholas met his future wife, Giana, at a coffee party. The conversation covered many subjects; Nicholas telephoned her subsequently and reminded her of their meeting. He recalled 'There was silence, and then she said "Ah, you are the one who can cook"'. They were married in 1946, and had two daughters.
P  
The end of World War II was followed by a very significant expansion of physics in Oxford University, in terms of both student numbers and the availability of senior academic posts. In 1956 Lindemann, by that time Viscount Cherwell, resigned as head of the Clarendon Laboratory; Simon, who had received a knighthood, was appointed to succeed him. The chair that Simon vacated went to the rapidly expanding field of nuclear physics. Simon took up his new appointment on 1 October that year, but died before the end of the month, leaving Kurti and Mendelssohn as the most experienced of those members of the low-temperature group who had chosen to return to that field at the end of the war.
Nicholas's own interest immediately after the war was the continuation of demagnetization experiments, which needed the highest possible magnetic fields. He realized that because of the saturation of all types of steel at a field above about 2 T, future magnets would have to be in the form of a plain solenoid; the necessary current meant the use of a large generator and adequate cooling of the solenoid. A 2 MW DC generator was installed in the laboratory in 1949. The first water-cooled solenoid produced a field of 5 T in a bore of 50 mm diameter, and Nicholas and his collaborators embarked on a programme of experiments that involved magnetic cooling. Later magnets, including a hybrid form that incorporated a superconducting solenoid, produced higher fields and provided a facility of exceptional value.
Nuclear orientation In a crystalline solid at temperature T where the thermal energy kT (k is Boltzmann's constant) is large compared with the splitting ∆E of the energy levels of the nuclei due to the internal field in the crystal, the direction of the spin (i.e. the angular momentum) axes of the nuclei is random. If an appreciable fraction of the spins, and consequently the magnetic moments, of the nuclei are aligned in a direction defined by the magnetic field, rather than opposite to this direction, and if most of the magnetic moments are kT ≈ ∆E kT << ∆E pointing in the same direction. The nuclei are then polarized, and the crystal as a whole has a magnetic moment due to this polarization. In 1950 this method, although straightforward, had the disadvantage of requiring, at the lowest temperature then achievable, a magnetic field of the order of 10 T, which was not available. However, other methods were suggested that used the fact that within an atom the electrons produce a field of the order of 10 T at the nucleus (responsible for hyperfine structure in optical spectroscopy) and this removed the need for a large externally applied field, because the electrons could be aligned in a comparatively small field. Similarly the electric field in crystals interacts with the electron magnetic moment, and with the nuclear quadrupole moment, to produce nuclear orientation, although in these cases the nuclei are aligned, with equal numbers of their magnetic moments parallel and antiparallel to the electric field, and not polarized. In 1951 the first successful demonstration of nuclear alignment was achieved. A single crystal of a paramagnetic salt containing radioactive 60 Co was cooled by liquid helium to 1 K; at this temperature the γ-ray emission was isotropic. It was then cooled by demagnetization to about 0.01 K, when the emission became anisotropic, indicating that the cobalt nuclei had been aligned.
Nuclear demagnetization Because nuclear magnetic moments are typically about 1/1000 of the magnetic moment of the electron, nuclear demagnetization is capable of producing temperatures some three orders of magnitude lower than were achievable by previous demagnetization experiments. The principle is the same, but it is the energy levels of a nucleus, rather than the electronic levels of a paramagnetic ion, that are involved. Starting from the temperature available from liquid helium, a magnetic field 1000 times that used for the experiments with paramagnetic salts would be needed to obtain the initial alignment of the nuclear spins, and this was completely impracticable. However, if the nuclei could be cooled initially to the order of 0.01 or 0.001 K, the available magnetic fields would suffice. Nicholas stressed that the object was not to establish a world-record low temperature (although in fact he did) but to develop a technique that would enable experiments to be performed in the microkelvin, rather than the millikelvin, temperature range. This pointed to the method that eventually was successful: using the demagnetization of a paramagnetic salt to cool a sample of metallic copper initially, then using the same technique to cool the copper nuclei to the final temperature.
The experimental difficulties were formidable. Nicholas wrote, 'In principle, nothing could be simpler. In practice the going was tough … the lowest temperature reached in our nuclear cooling experiments in 1956 was between one and two millionths of a degree kelvin.' The news that 'the coldest spot on Earth' was in Parks Road, Oxford, aroused considerable public interest: it appeared in The Guinness book of records, and an experiment was shown in 1960 on the television programme Tomorrow's World. The fact that this experiment was successfully shown live is an indication of Nicholas's confidence in the techniques that he and his research team had developed. Their low temperature record stood for the next eighteen years.
Subsequently his other commitments meant that the time he spent in the laboratory became less; frequently his students would find it necessary to continue into the night; Nicholas would appear late in the evening bearing coffee and home-made cakes, an example of the consideration and hospitality that he and his wife Giana showed whenever an occasion arose.
U   ,      
Nicholas was appointed University Demonstrator in 1945, a post that involved lecturing and supervising the work of undergraduates in the practical laboratories. His lectures on thermodynamics were full of anecdotes and humour that ensured the full attention of his audience. I remember his practical demonstration of the unstable region of the equation of state of a real gas as predicted by the Van der Waals equation. It involved the use of an opera hat (a concertina version of a top hat), which, starting in its wearable state, was progressively loaded until it suddenly and unexpectedly collapsed. The relevance of the demonstration was not entirely clear, but the behaviour of a real gas as predicted by the Van der Waals equation was subsequently not easily forgotten by those present.
In 1960 the university appointed him to a Readership, and in 1967 to an ad hominem Professorship, which relieved him of all teaching except his undergraduate lectures. Brasenose College elected him to a Senior Research Fellowship in 1947, and to a Professorial Fellowship in 1967, neither of which involved undergraduate teaching for the college. He continued to supervise research students, and his publications were mainly in the form of review articles. In the laboratory his expertise in experimental techniques was that of the 1930s, well before the advent of later developments such as the dilution refrigerator and electronic instrumentation. One of his former research students sets the scene; the year was about 1970:
Nicholas was a keen 'back to basics' person when things didn't work. I was having serious thermometer trouble [measuring the temperature of a paramagnetic salt]. In Nicholas's mind the only solution was a technique that involved a ballistic galvanometer. I found one and set it up, hoping that no-one would see what I was doing. Nicholas was delighted, we made it work and solved the problem. I learnt a lesson that day.
Until the 1960s Nicholas avoided any participation in administration and committee work, although as a Fellow of an Oxford college he had an obligation to attend meetings of its governing body. Here he would show little interest in the wider issues of college politics, but occasionally he would become indignant with the Establishment. He would then produce, with great conviction, a suggestion that revealed the radical side of his nature. As time went on he became increasingly in demand to serve on committees, and on attempting to resign from one he was told by the chairman 'We want you as an irritant'. Nicholas commented at a luncheon at which many of his former research students were present:
And that was true. I think I have been much of my life an irritant. But some people say that something good came out of my research, something valuable that could be regarded as a pearl, and I can assure those who worked with me it was you who made the pearls and I was merely the grain of sand, the irritant to produce the pearls. 
R
In 1975 Nicholas reached retirement age from his university and college posts. He had always greatly valued his association with Brasenose, and the college elected him to an Emeritus Fellowship. In the Senior Common Room he is remembered as a humorous and arresting figure, 'the man you always wanted your guest to sit next to at dinner, someone your guest would remember with affection long afterwards'. Nicholas found his association with the college a great asset when he wished to entertain on a scale too large for his own home; the college could provide all the necessary amenities, not least the services of a professional chef. Menus were chosen with the greatest of care and usually had a theme. At one dinner when most of the guests were from overseas the courses were to be representative of the individual countries of the UK. At one of these, Scotland was to contribute a fish course, Arbroath Smokies (smoked haddock). The only Arbroath Smokies available locally were frozen, and Nicholas feared that the flavour might have deteriorated, so a consignment had to be obtained by special delivery from Arbroath itself. Many years previously, in 1951, Nicholas had been responsible for arranging a dinner held in Oxford during an International Conference on Low Temperature Physics. Wartime rationing and food controls were still to some extent in operation, and Nicholas decided that the menu should include typical English cheeses. One of these had to be Wensleydale, but at that time this was available only locally in Yorkshire: Nicholas was not to be deterred. He contacted the local Women's Institute and got his cheese by arranging an exchange for peacock feathers, which were wanted for a display at the nearby Bolton Castle festival, the local contribution to the celebrations of Festival of Britain Year. Nicholas obtained the feathers from the Trout Inn at Godstow, just outside Oxford, where peacocks abound.
For Nicholas, retirement simply meant that he no longer had statutory duties to perform. By 1975 he had become involved in a multitude of activities that filled his everyday life until they were necessarily curtailed by failing health in his eighty-ninth year. In 1975 there was a custom, rather than a rule, that retiring science professors, readers and lecturers were not given accommodation in their original departments, but could be invited into a neighbouring department. Nicholas was given an office in the Department of Engineering Science until 1995, when the custom fell into disuse, and Nicholas, to his delight, returned to the Clarendon Laboratory. He commonly left home before 8 a.m., and during the morning had coffee with his close colleagues in the laboratory. Such occasions were always enlivened by Nicholas's presence. His memory for past events and people put to shame many who were decades younger, and his humour, which sometimes bordered on the scabrous, set the tone of the repartee. He would lunch in Brasenose (where the common room staff knew that dressing the salad was a ritual that had to be left to Professor Kurti), and returned home in the afternoon. Nicholas travelled the two miles from his home to the laboratory on his bicycle. He became a well-known figure along the route, and eventually gained the title of 'the slowest cyclist in Oxford'.
The topics that were part of Nicholas's interests, some of them from before his retirement, were many and varied: the use of heat pumps as an economical means of heating buildings, and, for the same purpose, the use of waste heat from power stations; energy storage by the use of a flywheel for the propulsion of short-distance buses; the use of underground superconducting cables for electrical power transmission; a procedure for cooking an egg infected with Salmonella enteritidis to produce a soft-boiled egg that could be eaten safely; the changing meanings of some words in the English language; the English translation of The Royal Society's motto Nullius in verba; the publication (3) of the Farm Hall transcripts (the secretly recorded conversations of interned German nuclear scientists after the end of the war in Europe in 1945); the activities of the Unification Church and its founder Sun Myung Moon; the provision in Oxford of an adequate memorial to H.G.J. Moseley, who discovered the fundamental law that bears his name; the founding, with Margaret Gowing, Professor of the History of Science in Oxford, of an organization (2) for the preservation of the papers of eminent scientists that is now The National Cataloguing Unit for the Archives of Contemporary Scientists; and many others. Although his piano playing was not at the level of competence of earlier years he maintained an expert knowledge of music, and enjoyed frequent attendance at Glyndebourne operas. He regularly wrote letters that were published in The Times, The Independent and The Oxford Times, letters that were well researched and to the point, or light-hearted and full of wit, to suit the subject. However, the activity that occupied him most, and brought him to the attention of a wide public, was that which is recorded in Who's Who as 'cooking, enjoying its results and judiciously applying physics to the noble art of cookery'.
Gastronomy
During his early days in Budapest, Nicholas had become familiar with the basic techniques of the kitchen by watching his mother prepare meals. This proved to be an asset in his student days in Paris and Berlin, and it subsequently became a hobby. His hero was Sir Benjamin Thompson, Count Rumford, who was elected F.R.S. in 1778. A man of many parts, he was not only a scientist, a social reformer and the founder of the Royal Institution, but was also concerned with the application of science to everyday life. In an essay published in 1794 he made 'Remarks and Observations relating to the various Processes of Cooking and proposals for improving this most useful art'. In this respect Nicholas became his modern counterpart, and when in 1968 he was asked to give one of the regular Friday Evening Discourses in the Royal Institution the subject he chose was 'The physicist in the kitchen'. In the discourse he introduced to his audience the use there of the hypodermic syringe, for enlivening Christmas mince pies with rum or brandy without removing the lid, and for tenderizing a loin of pork by injecting into it fresh pineapple juice, which contains the proteolytic enzyme bromelin. He used a vacuum pump to make meringues of an unprecedented size and lightness, and a microwave oven to make an 'inverted Baked Alaska'. This consisted of apricot purée laced with apricot brandy in a cavity, provided with a meringue lid, in a pre-cooked meringue. The whole was coated with chocolate ice cream and put in a freezer. Just before serving it was transferred to the microwave oven for a few seconds. The purée, because of its content of liquid water (it does not freeze because of its content of sugar and alcohol) is heated by the microwaves until it is 'piping hot'; the surrounding meringue and the ice cream, which contains water as ice crystals, are not warmed significantly. Such a situation produces surprise in diners who are not aware of the comparative relaxation times of molecules in liquid water and in solid ice. In another demonstration the progress of the cooking of a Soufflé à la Chartreuse was followed with the use of thermocouples embedded in it and connected to chart recorders; thus the moment at which the soufflé was cooked to perfection could be found precisely. At this point Nicholas produced a remark that the audience greeted with acclaim:
I think it is a sad reflection on our civilization that while we can and do measure the temperature in the atmosphere of Venus we do not know what goes on inside our soufflés.
This was inspired by an aphorism from the book La physiologie du goût by another of Nicholas's heroes, the gastronome Jean Anthelme Brillat-Savarin (1755-1826): 'La découverte d'un mets nouveau fait plus pour le bonheur du genre humain que la découverte d'une étoile'. The results of Nicholas's cooking were eagerly consumed after the discourse; he had brought with him a leg of lamb, cooked à la Rumford the night before for 8 h at 80°C, which the audience were invited to sample; even the bone from the joint was taken home by one of the audience for his dog. A recording of the event was taken by the BBC and shown in the Horizon television programme on 3 April 1969. In 1994 Nicholas appeared with the chef Raymond Blanc in the television series Blanc Mange, and, together with Hervé ThisBenckhard, added scientific comments to the recipes in Raymond Blanc's cookery book of the same name (Blanc 1994) .
In 1986 Nicholas wrote to the Fellows and Foreign Members of The Royal Society asking them if they would 'contribute to an anthology of recipes, views on cooking, new ideas, etc. ... anything concerning food and drink would be acceptable, from the profound to the frivolous, from the ridiculous to the sublime'. Giana and he edited the replies, and they were published in a volume entitled But the crackling is superb. The title is based on a remark made by the professional chef, Michel Roux, on tasting a roast joint of pork, part of which which had been injected with pineapple juice: 'I prefer the end which has not been tenderized, but the crackling is superb'. Some of the learned articles and recipes in the book have to be taken with a pinch of salt, but the whole makes entertainment worthy of Nicholas.
Nicholas's interest in applying science to the culinary arts came to the attention of Hervé This-Benckhard of the Collège de France, the Editor-in-Chief of Pour la Science, who had similar interests. They collaborated in organizing a series of International Workshops on Molecular and Physical Gastronomy, held in pleasant surroundings at Erice on Sicily, in the Ettore Majorana Centre for Scientific Culture. The workshops were restricted to sixty-five participants and were attended by chefs and scientists; discussions alternated with demonstrations. The fourth Workshop, held in 1999, was dedicated to Nicholas's memory.
P 
Nicholas's life was dominated by his sense of fun. On meeting him one immediately became aware of his interest in whatever subject became a topic for discussion; he had a fund of relevant stories and reminiscences, with an emphasis on anything out of the ordinary. His delightful Hungarian accent and the cadences of his sentences captivated his audience; his bald head, which he acquired at an early age, and his colourful bow tie, which he later adopted as everyday wear, picked him out in company. His lectures on serious scientific subjects were invariably prefaced by a piece of humour that enlivened his audience and kept them in anticipation of what was to come. One of his last scientific lectures, given at the nineteenth Low Temperature Conference held at the University of Sussex in Brighton in 1990 was delivered without notes and was described as 'hilarious'. On his visits to the USA, Canada, Australia and many European countries he made numerous friends. He loved organizing events and people, an activity in which he was meticulous to the last detail: strangers coming to Oxford from overseas would be given precise instructions how to get from the airport to Oxford, and were offered generous and memorable hospitality by Nicholas and Giana during their stay. Nicholas never lost his love for the country of his birth, Hungary, visited it frequently in his later years and lectured there on scientific subjects, apologizing that he had not kept up with the Hungarian form of modern scientific terms. He was a tireless champion of things Hungarian, and in one of his last published articles (4) he wrote, 'I am happy to have been born and brought up as a Hungarian-and I am happy and immensely grateful to be able to call Oxford my home and Britain my country'.
L 
As Nicholas approached ninety, a hip replacement was advised. He made a remarkable recovery from the operation, but cancer was diagnosed. He reluctantly gave up his bicycle as a means of transport in favour of the bus for his continued visits to the laboratory. Six months later his other hip joint needed replacement, but not before he had been consulted about his ninetieth birthday celebrations. To this he replied in characteristic fashion: 'You organize the party, and I'll tell you what to do'. His recovery this time was slow. A luncheon to celebrate his ninetieth birthday was postponed until 10 October 1998, when over seventy friends and colleagues gathered in Wadham College. Many eulogies were said, and Nicholas made his last speech. He died a few weeks later. A memorial meeting attended by friends from Britain, Hungary, France and the USA was held on 27 March 1999 in the Sheldonian Theatre in Oxford.
On the ninety-first anniversary of his birth his ashes were interred in the Hungarian National Cemetery in Budapest.
